Popplet Outline for Synthesis

Instructions: Please be advised that you are responsible for creating your Popplet for each assigned unit/topic. This is a creative assignment that you will use to help you study for your AP exam and EOC. You are responsible for including all texts, authors, and important terms for each unit/topic on your Popplet. The outline I am providing is a suggestion based on what we have learned in class so far. All of the items listed are important texts, terms, and concepts we have studied so far; however, you are not limited to the items on this outline. Please be sure to include images, videos, and links on your Popplet. For future units, you must create your own Popplet outline throughout the duration of the unit; however, you may use this outline, your Popplet, and the feedback provided by me to guide your future Popplet additions.

Synthesis Essay

● Steps for deconstructing the prompt
● Tips or evaluating sources
● Planning your essay
● Rubric/scoring for synthesis essay - AP exam
● Skills needed to do well on synthesis FRQ
● Synthesis notes from an AP reader
● Sample synthesis prompts
● Anchor papers (student samples) from past AP exams:
● Exam format (specifically for synthesis FRQ)
● AP Language exam day (look on APcentral.CollegeBoard.org)
● Feedback from Native American synthesis
● Self-evaluation/feedback from Crucible synthesis (What did you learn from your ratiocination worksheet and revisions?)
● Your own sample synthesis essays
● Videos or other online resources to help you with synthesis writing
● Writing America Chapter 6 synthesis tips

Terms: synthesis, annotation, ethos, logos, pathos, kairos, persuasion, rhetoric, restatement, parallel structure, active voice, passive voice, anecdote, diction, connotation, denotation, ellipses, pacing, syntax, parenthetical citation/documentation (with an example of correct citation), rhetorical questions, style, thesis (sample of strong thesis statement for synthesis essay), counter argument, fallacy

How To Submit Popplet: On right hand side of Popplet page, click “share.” Click “add collaborator.” Enter the email address: motslit@gmail.com. Click “Mrs. Motsinger.” Click “add them,” and you’re done!